IT’S ALL ABOUT

CONFIDENCE

Targetted incising of ground
contact timbers ensures optimum
preservative penetration where it
matters most.

What makes our 15 year warrantied
fence posts so special?
Through a combination of high production and treatment
a range of Next Generation TANALISED fence posts with a 15 year
performance warranty against the premature failure from decay
and insect attack:

*See Warranty Conditions overleaf.

• selecting FSC ®
• carefully kiln-drying to ensure an appropriate
moisture content
• using the latest award winning EXCALIBUR incising
technology at the crucial ground contact zone
• using next generation TANALITH preservative treatment
incorporating award winning BARamine technologies
•
BS 8417

Our INCISED & WARRANTIED range :
Machine Round Fencing Posts

LENGTH

DIAM.

3”

3”
(2nds)

3.5”

4”

5”

6”

What is Next Generation TANALITH ?

5’6”
6’0”
7’0”
8’0”

Next Generation TANALITH is a unique formulation
product from Arch Timber Protection with over 20
years tried, tested and proven performance in markets
around the world. Industrially applied in our own high
pressure treatment vessel, it provides an advanced long term protection for our
TANALISED timbers against the threat of wood decay and insect attack especially
for ground contact applications.

Other sizes from 2 ½ ” to 8” available on request.

Peeled Fence Posts

LENGTH

DIAM.

3”-4”

5”-6”

6”-7”

5’6”
6’0”
7’0”
8’0”
9’0”
10’0”

Next generation TANALITH now incorporates BARamine application technologies.
These technologies help further boost the already impressive performance of
TANALITH to provide a more consistent and deeper penetration of the preservative
into the wood.

Derek Fox’s commitment to YOU
Because of our use of Next Generation TANALITH and the quality of our treatment
to market. Our 15 year warranty on our INCISED fencing timbers gives you real
the timbers
should fail due to decay or insect attack within 15 years of purchase then Derek
Fox Timber will replace the failed timbers* providing they have been used and
installed correctly and not mis-used.

Other sizes available on request.

Excalibur Incising Technology
Surface incising of ground contact timbers prior
to the industrial application of high pressure
preservative treatments, is increasingly being
recognised as a proven method to help achieve
a more consistent penetration of the preservative
into the timber, particularly through resistant
heartwood zones.

Derek Fox Timber also offer a standard
range of Premium fencing timbers to
give customers a wider choice for this
important end use. Our Premium range
of timbers is still manufactured to high
standards utilising mixed softwood
species. They are air-dried or kiln dried
before treatment but still treated with next
generation TANALITH wood preservative to
give an excellent service life.

We incise our 15 year warrantied fence posts in the
winning EXCALIBUR R incising machine - which
utilises the very latest incising technologies.

However these timbers are NOT incisedand do not carry our
15 year performance warranty.
WARRANTY DETAIL
Derek Fox INCISED fencing timbers, when used in accordance
with the appropriate standards, have a 15 year performance
warranty against failure of the timber from fungal decay or
insect attack. Customers must register the project use of the
warrantied timbers WITHIN 30 DAYS OF PURCHASE. This
can be done by contacting Derek Fox Timber with the relevant
information or directly on-line through the Derek Fox Timber
web site - www.foxtimber.co.uk
The warranty is for the cost of re-supply by Derek Fox Timber,
or the re-supply by Derek Fox Timber (at our option), of a
component that is proven to have failed as a result of fungal
decay or insect attack within 15 years of supply.
The term ‘fungal decay’ as used in the warranty refers to wood
destroying fungi that feed on and degenerate the wood cell
walls. It excludes staining and mould fungi associated with the
weathering of wood.
The term ‘insect attack’ refers to attack by wood digesting
insects that destroy the timber structure.
The term ‘failed’ refers to damage caused by insects and/or fungi
to such an extent that the component is no longer fit for purpose.

*See Warranty Detail and Conditions below.

WARRANTY CONDITIONS
Just like any other product we use in everyday life Derek Fox
pressure treated fencing timbers have to be used correctly to
ensure they perform correctly.
1. The Derek Fox INCISED fencing timbers must not have been
misused or placed in abnormal conditions and must not
have been used for any extraordinary purpose which was
not drawn to the attention of Derek Fox Timber or the retailer
at the time of purchase.
2. Should Derek Fox INCISED fencing timbers be cross cut,
notched or bored during installation, then exposed surfaces
must be liberally brushed with a suitable brush-on end grain
wood preservative to the directions shown on the product
label, to protect the integrity of the treatment.
3. Derek Fox INCISED fencing timbers must not be pointed
after treatment.
4. The shortening of Derek Fox INCISED fencing timbers
should be avoided, if possible. If unavoidable the cut end
must be treated with a suitable end grain wood preservative
and must never be used in ground contact.

Shay Lane Industrial Estate
Longridge, Preston PR3 3BT
Tel: 01772 784626

Woodsfold Sawmill
Dole Lane, Withnell, Chorley PR6 8EB
Tel: 01254 830293

5. Derek Fox INCISED fencing timbers must not be planed or
ripsawn.
6. The warranty covers proven failure by the preservative
system only and Derek Fox Timber reserve the right to allow
Arch Timber Protection to investigate any claims to ensure
that they are relevant.
7. Any claim must be accompanied by proof of purchase.
Exclusions
1. Components used outside of European markets.
2. Components removed from their original installation and
re-used at a new location.
3. Failure due to physical damage as a result of mechanical
strimming, mechanical installation techniques, or other
external forces.
4. Claims for weathering of wood including: ageing, raised
grain, splitting, cracking, warping, shrinkage, swelling.
5. Claims for natural movement of wood in service, including
weathering, twisting and splitting;
6. Claims for mould growth.

email: info@derekfoxtimber.co.uk

www.foxtimber.co.uk

